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MAL HALLETT SIGNED FOR FINALS
Plans Completed For Annual Junior-Senior Next Week

WardlawTo
Play Dance
Music Also
fetal Bailett to P!ay Mcntiaj
NlgLt; Jack Wardlaw
To ?lo.y for Other3
70 CR DANCES
Henry Leitner, president
of
the Central Dance Association
has Just released the news that
Mai Hallett and Jack Wardlaw
have been signed to play for
Finals.
Mai Hallett, New England's
Master of .Melody, brings
to
Clemson a band which has just
completed one of the most extensive college tours yet undertaken by one of the better orchestras.
Playing at the leading eastern universities, Hallett
and his rhythm crew gained an
enviable reputation among the
college set.
Between
college
tours, this popular orchestra has
been playing a long term engagement 'at Washington's Commodore Hotel.
Featuring the
noted theme melody,, "Boston
(Continued on page seven)

Alpha Zeta Elects
Shelley President
Pledges Enjoy
Mess-Hal
Banquet Given by
Har combe

M.

At a recent meeting of the Alpha Zeta, honorary agricultural
fraternity, the following officers
for the coming year were elected
-—Chancellor, J. C. Shelley; Censor, W. M. Dupre; Scribe, W. M.
Murray; Treasurer, E'. H. Smith;
Chronicler, D. Richardson.
On Tuesday afternoon, April
20, five honor sophomores and
one senior were inducted into
the fraternity with an informal
initiation. They were R. J. Ferree, T. B. Young, R. M. Campbell, H. M. Covington, and J. D.
Watson, sophomores and J. T.
Reames, senior.
Banquet Given
At 7:30 in the evening the
members of the faculty were
present at a banquet given in the
mess hall by Capt. Harconrbe. Mr.
R. M. Cooper, chairman of the
trustees,
was the
principal
speaker. He was introduced by
J. W. Jones retiring chancellor
o fthe Alpha Zeta. Dr. Sikes
also made a short talk.

By Their Words
Here is a problem with three
equasions having six unknowns
—that ought to make anyone
algebraically happy.
—Brown
The hour is only half ove/,
boys! We have a half-hour yet,
—Coach Howard
Now, what'cha got?

-Dumas

Inspection Schedule
Changes Made
J>ue to inclement weather,
plans for Clemson's spring
inspection have been severely altered.
To cope with
the unusual situation, college military officials reversed the original schedule anuv
held the inspection of barracks today.
Weather permitting, the originally scheduled porade, combat problem, first aid and map reading demonstrations will be
held tomorrow. Despite adverse conditions, military officials shall attempt to include as many of the originally planned maneuvers as
possible.

ORATORICAL CONTEST
STAGED JNJ0U1BIA
Citadel Cadet Wins First
Honors As Carolina,
Newberry Place
Last Friday night the auditorium of Columbia College, Columbia, S. C, was filled with an
appreciative audience gathering
to witness one of the years outstanding college forsenic events,
the South Carolina College Oratorical Contest.
Cadet John Stone, of the Citadel, Charleston, won first place
Second and third places went to
Duncan of the University of
South Carolina
and Wise
of
Newberry College,
respectively.
Stone's ably-presented talk
on
the subject, "The March of Medicine," precipitated enthusiastic comments by his audience.
Clemson College was
represented by Cadet Earl Mazo, a
freshman member of the band,
who was a participant in the
contest, and by Cadet J. W.
Rion, who served as a member
of the Executive Committee of
the South Carolina
Oratorical
Association. This body is composed of one senior from eacn
college represented by a speaker.
Under a new ruling, next
year's committee will be compoed of a junior and a senior
from each college, the junior
acting as an apprentice.
Other ^Colleges
Other colleges represented at
the contest were: Erskine College, Prsbyterian College, the
College of Charleston, Wofford
College, and Furman University.

JONGALEERS TO PLAY
FOR POPULAR DANCES Jacobs
PLANNEDFOR MAY 7-8
Junior-Senior Banquet To
Be Held Before Dance
Friday
FAVORS GIVEN
With the presentation of the
annual Junior-Senior on May 7
and 8, the Junior class will bid
its formal farewell to the departing Seniors at a series of
dances for which music will be
furnished by Clemson's own orchestro. At intermission on Friday night, a banquet will be
given in the college mess hall
for the members of both classes
and their dates.
According to T. .1 Stafford,
president of the Junior Class,
who is in charge of arrangements for the series, this year's
series will compare favoralby
with other dances of the year,
and will uphold the traditions
established by former JuniorSeniors. The C. D. A. has alread begun work on the decorations, and it is said,'.bey will be
(Continued on page eight)

H. De Byrd Chosen
Engineering Prexy
Ambrose and Morgan Also
To Hold Important
Officers
H. D. Byrd of Clinton was
elected president of A.S.C.E. to
succeed J- E. Muldrow at the
last regular meeting held on
Tuesday night.
Popular Student
Byrd is a member of the
Junior class and holds the military rank of sergeant in the
cadet corps.
He is above the
overage in his studies, and his
selection was a popular one.
J. R. Ambrose of 'Georgetown
was chosen vice-president, and
J. W. Morgan of Savannah was
selected secretary ond treasurer.
Both of these cadets stand high
in thei lessons and hold the military rank of sergeant.
The society is composed of
students majoring in civil engineering.
After the election of
officers, an informal social ' was
held.

Roving Reporter's%Notebook Tells
Of Incidents Of First Inspection
By A. B. Cee
Grandpa Time has reviewed
many years since the first big
Spring Inspection at Clemson
College.
Springs with
their
rains, sunshine,
flowers, Taps
balls, spring fever, and inspecClemson been examined so thoroughly, and never has a class of
freshmen groaned so audibly as
on that epoch-making Check-Up
many springs ago.
'Twas the day of the "put-put"
automobile and sixty-pound full
pack. Some "dwellers in the
past" say it was the day when
men were men ond women were
glad of it, but We who dwell in
the future, in Clemson barracks,

and on the words of our honorable president say it was the
"horse and buggy" day.
For months before the inspection the Clemson Regiment of Cadets drilled and trained strenuously. Every man had his heart
and soul set upon winning for his.
beloved college all available honors.
Then, too a number of
spry young sophomores who were
intrigued by the many stripes of
a sergeant major, and the shiny
diamonds of the cadet colonel occupied many a pea driver's mind.
Freshmen scrubbed, dusted and
shined
while
upperclassmen
dreamed.
(Continued on page two)

Named Speaker
On Honor Day Program
Treasurer Announces
Junior Fees
In connection with the announcement of the completion of plans for the JuniorSenior dance to be held next
next weekend, Treasurer J.
C. Wilkinson wishes to remind all Juniors to pay their
fees as quickly as possible.
The price is $2.50 which ticludes the dance and banquet Friday night. Collectors
for the money are: E. Ray,
J. C. Shelley, Bob McGc i
and Wesley Davis. Juni«rs
are warned that those wlio
do not pay this year will be
required to pay for the dances next year. Those Juniors who will complete their
school work this year will
be admitted to the dance and
banquet for the sum of $1.25. It is necessary that this
money be paid at -once in
order that the committee in
charge may purchase favors'
for the occasion.
One of
the collectors will come by
all Juniors' rooms within the
near future.

Daniel Announces Plans Set
For Annual Scholarship
Day On May 4
AWARDS MADE
Dr. William P. Jacobs, versatile president of Presbyterian
College, prominent business man,
and distinguished writer, will be.
the principal speaker at the Sixth
Annual Scholarship Day program,
to be held in the college auditorium at twelve o'clock on May 4,
according to a statement issued
by Dr. D. W. Daniel, Dean of
the School of General Science and
chairman of the Honor Day committee. Dr. Jacobs has announced that he will speak on the subject "The* Demand for Scholarship by Business and Professions."
Announcements will be made
of those students who have attained high scholastic honors for
the past two semesters. Freshmen will be judged on the first
semester only.
Announcements
will also be made of those who
have been elected to honorary
societies and those1 who have won
prizes offered for scholastic attainments.

Honor Winners
NEW CABINET TO BE Last year
highest honors were
upon M. H. Langford,
INDUCTED AT SERVICE conferred
senior from Blythewood, S. C,
T. R. Bainbridge, freshman
N YMCA AUDITORIUM ofandSavannah,
Georgia. The guest
speaker of the occasion was Dr.
Rev. T. I. Lanham Will Be J. C. Kinard, president of Newthe Principal Speaker
berry College who
emphasized
the value of college training.
At Service
Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, General
Secretary of the local YMCA, recently announced the newly appointed members of the Y cabinet
and set May 2 as the date for the
installation services. At this
service, which will be held in the
YMCA auditorium, the principal
speakers will be The Reverend T.
I. Lanham, of Pickens and Wade
B. Perry, former Y president, of
Clemson.
The personnel of the new cabinet is as follows: A. C. Payne,
in charge of conferences; L. E.
Terrell, deputation; J. W. Adams
religious programs; D. L. Hudgens, freshman work; L. D. Malphrus, socials;
G. C. Paulsen,
membership; T. B. Young, publicity; T. E. Hall, evening watch;
Roy Martin, music.
Assistants Appointed
T. R. Bainbridge was appointed
assistant for the deputation work;
F. A. Thompton, assistant programs; D. M. Hutchinson, assistant freshman work; C. M. Aull,
assistant socials; and G. D. Page,
assistant evening watch.
Key Organization
The Cabinet recognized as the
key organization of the YMCA's
student religious program is composed of the leaders in student
work. Each member heads a department which has its specific
duties to perform. With the aid
of assistants and committees the
Cabinet members are capable
through their weekly meetings
to plan the policies of and set the
standards of the YMCA student
program.

Crowds Attracted
To Evening Parade
Honorary Colonel Reviews
Her Brigade As They
Pass In Review
The annual Moonlight Parade
which inaugurates one of the
most gala and
and
colorful
weekends of the school
year
was held last Friday night when
the Clemson Brigade passed in
review before the recently elected Honorary Colonel, Miss Margaret Beaty of Union.
Thousands thronged Bowman
field to witness this beautiful
spectacle that has become an
annual tradition
at
Clemson
since it's inauguration in 1934.
Miss Beaty, clad in the customary white uniform, reviewed
her Corps of 1600 cadets with
true military dignity as they
pased in column
of platoons.
The cadets wore the full dress
uniform
consisting
of white
ducks white cap covers, crossbelts, and gloves, officers wore
sashes and white shoes.
Miss Beaty, who was elected
from those who attended the
Miltary ball, held recently, was
the fourth young- lady that has
received this v "><\
Others are
Miss Sarah T ompson of Anderson, Mi-- Elizabeth McLaurine of hen aster,
and
Miss
Lydia Boyd of Fort Mill.
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EIGHT CLEMSON MEN Pre-Medical Club Organized Through
PASS ENTRANCE TEST Untiring Efforts Of Dr. Lee W. Milford
Elected President Of
FOR ARMYAIR CORPS RESEARCH STA ION IS Mays
New Campus Society At
First Meeting
Cadets Will Be Ordered To
PROJECT
EXPERIMENT
Randolph Field in July
Through the untiring efforts

W. R. Gray, graduate in textile chemistry from Clemson Textile School in the 1936 class, has
been put in charge of the Sonoco
Products Company branch office
formerly with this company at
Hartsville, 'S. C.

Edisto Station To Be Center of Dr. Lee Milford, local college
physician, a club organized for
Of Varied Experimental
the
purpose of promoting a closer
Research
relationship among students of
« £UR branch ci tic £iitt.tt Clemson who intend to enter
Carolina Experiment Station has Medical College has heen formed
been established in Barnwell on the campus. The club has
county to carry on research with among its aims the furthering of
asparagus,
cucumbers, canta- medical knowledge of Clemson
loupes, watermelons, and other Pre-Medical students.
At the first meeting of the
crops, Director H. P. Cooper anclub,
plans for future activities
nounces.
This station will be
known as the Edisto Experiment were discussed, and the followStation and is one of five branch ing officers were elected: Presistations operated as units of the dent, Mays, L. E.; Vice President,
South Carolina Experimnt Sta- Jameson, J. H.; Secretary and
tion at Clemson College.
The Treasurer, Stokes, H. G.; ChairCommittee,
new unit resulted from an Act man of Program
Switzer,
P.
K.
of the General Assembly last year
Weekly Meetings
appropriating funds for its estabThe club will hold a meeting
lishment.
TWo hundred acres of land each Thursday night at which
have been acquired on Highway time varied programs will he
78 between Blackville and Wil- given. iMemhership will be reliston, which provides an excel- stricted to seniors, juniors, ana
lent site for the proposed expe- sophomores who have entered the
rimental work. A large mule second semester of their second
barn is nearing completion, and year. Among the purposes of the
the other necessary buildings club is that of aiding freshmen
will be erected as soon as the and sophomore Pre-Med. student"
in the selection of their courses.
funds are available.
"Considerable
experimental The members of the club will
work with melons, cucumbers, have access to Dr. Milford's priand cantaloupes will be started vate library.
First Attempt
this spring," says Vice^Director
This
is
the first attempt that
R. A. McGinty. "Research with
heen made to bring about a
these crops and also asparagus has
closer association between Prehas been badly neglected and
many problems connected with Med. students and with the aid
their culture badly need investi- of Dr. Milford the club is expectgating. The work of the Edis- ed to expand from year to year,
promulgate a deeper underto Station should, therefore, be and
standing among the future docof much value to the growers of
tors.
these crops in the state.
At present the work at the Station is being supervised by W. B.
Rogers, associate
agronomist,
from Clemson College. During the
coming season Dr. C. J. Nusbaum, assistant plant pathologist, will be located at the Edis(Continued from page one)
to Station and will conduct experiments on the control of vine
Two weeks, three days, and
crop diseases. As circumstances tion time theije orose a great hubpermit, both the staff and the barracks.
So vigorously had a
facilities will be enlarged.
certain corporal been shining his
shoes that his right arm had literally flown out of place. Two
hours later a sergeant major on
the same hall was rushed to an
insane asylum. He'd practiced ordering Regimental manuervers,
sabre manuel, and cursing fire
Members Of Rifle, Swimming cracker throwers so much that
his mind had become numb, and
Teams, and Cheer Leadhe shouted "Yes sir, No. sir, I'ml
ers Are Tapped
the colonel, and "Hurrah" for
At a meeting of the Minor hours.
Finally the day of days rolled
Block C Club recently, eleven
men were awarded minor block around. Dustpans and bugles
sweaters
for the first time. aroused the cadets bright and
These men were taken
from early. The entire barracks was
members of the rifle and swim- hustle and bustle. After a hurthe regiment
ming teams and the cheer lead- ried breakfast,
ers. The initiate will wear the formed to parade and be reviewed
wooden block and paddle for by a handsome young inspection
two weeks, at which time the officer who had seen many years
of service, danced devinely, saluformal initiation will be held.
The initiates receiving minor ted like o veteran, and conducted
letters from the rifle team are himself like a true Soutlfbrn genas follows: C. L. Vaughan, W. tleman. Lead by the hand, the
P. Law, R. V. Jackson, J. S- corps strutted down Bowman
Baskin, and J. B. Frazier. In- Field like peacocks with a few
iates from the swimming team lame ducks here and there. Eveare D. M. Hutchinson, L. C. rything was at its best. The
Horner, D. M. Cullen, and F. drum major wore his second best
string
and
actually
W. Durban.
The
sophomore whistle
marched
off
at
the
proper
time.
cheer leaders receiving sweaters
are R. A. Sloan and T. M. Mc- The arms and personnel inspection went by without a hitch. So
Kelvin.
The Minor Block C Club was well did the corps conduct itself,
founded last year and is com- that even some senior privates
prised of memhers of the minor were commended highly. Yes, the
Clemson College Corps of cadets
athletic teams. The officers of had passed its first big spring inthe club are as follows: G. A. inspection with an excellent avDurban, president; H. P. Bacot, erage.
vice president; E. C. Heikkila,
secretary and treasurer.
C. O. ^Stevenson, graduate of
Clemson Textile School in the 19Last week Dr. Bikes, H. H. 3 6 class in textile chemistry and
Willis, and J. C. Littlejohn ap- dyeing, has been transferred from
peared before the Senate Finance the New York office of Ciba ComCommittee in Columbia to discuss pany to the Charlotte, N. C. ofthe needs for a new textile build- fice.
ing at Clemson.
On March 9
they went before the Educational
Committee of the House for this Excellent Dressmaking
same purpose.

A. P. Fant, president of class
of 1912 is connected with the
Chamber of Commerce of Memphis, Tenn. He will be with his
Class reunion at the College this
June.

L. E. Hendricks, graduate of
the class of 1931, now of the Resettlement Administration with
headquarters
in
Montgomery,
Alabama, was on the campus recently.

Eight of the twenty-nine Clemson seniors and juniors who underwent a rigid examination for
entrance into the U. S. Army Aij
School at Randolph Field, San
Antonio, met all requirements of
the examining hoard and are expected to report for training July
first, of this year.
LieutenantColonel Wolcott P. Hayes, in
charge of the examining hoard,
stated that Clemson's record of
having almost thirty percent of
the applicants pass the examinations is practically unparalelied
throughout the country.
The cadets who are now eligible
for entrance, Into the air school
are J. G-. Kitchens, H. P. Bacot,
W. R. English, H. S. Hastings,
and W. A. Speer, seniors, and P.
R. Arnold, R. T. Darby, and E. H.
Shanklin, juniors. These men received high ratings from the examining board composed of Lieutenant-ColonelWolcott P. Hayes,
and Major John B. Patrick of the
Air Corps, and Captain W. H.
Powell and Captain A. H. Corliss
of the Medical Corps. The Board
members stated that it is remarkable that eight men out of
twenty-nine applicants
should
pass such a test. The usual percentage which has been obtained
at leading colleges throughout
the nation is only half of that
set at Clemson.
The cadets will receive one
year of extensive training in the
principals of flying at Randolph
Field, following which they will
be promoted to the rank of second lieutenant and given two
years instruction in formation
flying and comfoat tactics at Kelly Field. If they wish they may
make application for two additional years of active duty as first
lieutenants.
During the entire
five years of training they "will
receive regular Army Air Corps
pay. Following which they will
he retired to the United States
Air Reserve Corps unless they desire to take a. competitive examination for entrance in the regular air force. Clemson cadets are
rated by officials of the school as
being better equipped to pass
these competitive
examinations
than cadets of any other school
except "West Point where they
are specially trained for this purpose.

Photos Of Bovines
Adorn Publication
Editor Substitutes Cows for
Dames In Mag
Morgantown, W. Va.— (ACP)
—Photographs of cud-chewing
milch cows instead of those of sixteen lovely coeds competing for
the title of Miss West Virginia
looked up at readers of the Shampain, humorous publication of W.
Virginia University.
Sizzling with anger at Editor
Frank NeilPs picture substitution,
females held three hectic indignation meetings within the 24-hour
period after the magazine was distributed.
The whole controversy hinged
on the fact that in order to cast
a vote for the beauty queen, a
choice of one of the sixteen, a
student would have to purchase a
copy of the Shampain.
Editor Neill ran the cow photographs because the coeds and their
dean, Ruth E. Noer, objected to
the publication of the girls' pictures as "commercialization of
beauty."
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NEWS HAWK RELATES
TRIALS OFINSPECTION

MINOR BLOCK C CLUB
NDUCTS ELEVEN MEN

Senior Class Donates
Recording Set
Believing in the old theory that rhythm can save
the world
and that the
strains of a Glen Gray recording are a better aid to
digestion than the strains
created by ardent soup imbibers,
members
of
this
year's Senior class have graciously donated a recording
set to e kept in the college
mess hall. It has been the j
custom of each Senior class ,
to leave some gift to the college as a memento and results have shown that this
upon their particular effort
ond justifiably say, "Well
done" Having been in operation or a week, the recording outfit has already proven
its worth Even after such
a short trial, a change can
be noted in the mess hall atmosphere.
A certain tension has been removed and
the waiters
now
"truck"
cheerully back and forth.
Latest recordings are being
added periodically, and donations of records are now in
order

Radical Professor
Dropped from Yale
Education Association Says
Large University is Serious Violator
!St. Louis, Mo.—(ACP)—That
Yale University is guilty of violating academic freedom, was
concluded by a unanimous vote
of the business meeting of the
Progressive Education Association in its final session.
In passing this resolution regarding the dropping of Dr. Jerome Davis from the Yale faculty, the association officers will
send to the Yale corporation "the
regret of this organization" that
Yale's continued refusal to reappoint Dr. Davis to the faculty
for the next year "must, in the
light of all known circumstances,
be regarded as a violation
of
academic freedom."
The association urged its commission on educational freedom
to work with other groups to obtain "a satisfactory conclusion of
the affair."
It was explained that Professor Davis has been conspicious
for his sympathies with liberal
and radical groups. It is' on this
account, rather than for other
reasons given by the administration, that educators here believe
he is being dropped from the
Yale Divinity School.
Men are but children
larger growth.—Dryden.

Calhoun, S. C.

a

Clemson Faculty Plays Part
In Forming Needed
Society
NOT FRATERNITY
About four years ago the Industrial Education department oi
Clemson College and the State of
South Carolina, realizing the need
for some organization, similar to
the 4-H clubs, for the urban youth
interested in vocational training,
drew up plans for the organization of an American Craftsmen
League. These plans, when placed
before the school of South Carolina, met with general approval
and a state league was immediately formed.
To recognize high scholarship
in Industrial Education, to develop
intelligent leadership, to stimulate
and maintain interest, and to foster a cooperative spirit between
teachers,
students, trade, industrial workers and the industries were the purposes set forth
by the constitution written by the
structors of Industrial Education
interested male students and infigure in the organization of this
American Craftsmen League. All
lege, of the state department of
industrial education and a leading
were eligible for membership and
state meetings were to be held annually.
In carrying out their objectives,
the American Craftsmen League
encourages Vocational guidance
objectives in the schools, sponsors
the writing of essays on trades and
industries, holds discussions of labor practices and standards, and
promotes a general interest in
subjects pertaining to industry.
Many Chapters
At present the American Craftsmen League has chapters in the
schools of Greenville, Union, Walterboro, Greenwood, Ninety Six,
Edgefield, Orangeburg, Whitmire,
Newberry, Central, Calhoun, and
Lockhart. South Carolina has the
prominence of being the first of
the United States to organize a
league of !this type, but many
states have followed this lead a'«Mi£
now have craftsmen's associations
of their own.
Jack Hartley of Greenwood high
Bob Scarborough, a freshman at
school is national president and
dent. L. R. Booker, Clemson ColClemson College, is active presileague, is executive secretary.
Not Fraternity
Although a secret ritual and
code has been introduced into the
proceedings of the meetings as a
means of stimulating interest, the
American Craftsmen League is not
a fraternity, but an organization
of urban youth of South Carolina
who have as their prime interest
the workings and operation of
their industries.
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THREE

Shelley Announced As Winner Of Danforth Fellowship
THIRTY-FIVE SCHOOLS
REPRESENTED AT THE
INDUSTRIAJJD. MEET

,"'*

JUNIOR IN SCHOOL OF
AGRICULTURE NAMED
RECIPIENTJF AWARD

The fourth knnual Industrial
Education contest, featuring such
phases of industry as woodwork,
metal work, textiles, and mechanical drawing, took place at
Clemson April 23 and 24.
entrants iroru ine industrial
educauon departments oi thirtyfive scnoois, representing every
section -ot the state, saomittea
numerous entries Tne contestant were nonor stuaems ±a suojecis reiaung to lnuusuiar work
anu were seiecteu uy biieir mStraCtuis
to represent their
scnoors.
ur. cuites anu MI-, jreiz aadresseu tne group on tne importance
of muustirai euucation anu tne
value ox practical Knowieuge.
intense interest was nonnested uy tne, stuuents in tne aemon^^strauon or, me casting or inoiien
■**lr©jj at tne to unary Saturday.
ureenvnie xiign,' represented
by n,mineti Reia ana Diauae rjurston, toot nst piace in tne woodworm. eont#3t, secona piace being
taKen oy Greenwood nign wnn
Belton Oompton and
William
Cotnran as its entrants.
Tne drawing contest was won
toy CoiuniDia nigh, witn ueorge
Williams and Floyd ioung as
its representatives.
Second in
this contest went to Spartanburg
High, whose entrants were David
Fletcher and riartwell Blanton.
In toolcraft (metaiwork and
woodwork) Ureenville ±iigh won
another nrst place represented by
Joseph Chewning and Croft Hunt
Union High placed second repreRock ±iili High's entrant, Luther Carothers, won third place
with an excellent piece of woodwork.
First place in the textile contest was taken foy the Great Palls
High team—Charles Orr and
Franklin Hunter. Second went
toCentral High's entrants, John
Ledford and Charles Hawkins,
Valuable Awards
There were many more winners of lesser prizes.
Seventyeight prizes worth approximately
$300.00
were given.
Among
some of the costly and useful
awards were a. drill press, a BlacK
and Decker tool grinder, a wood
lathe, a jointer, a number ot
slide rules, books, sets of drawing instruments and tool sets.
The contests were under the
direction of Professor ri S. Tate,
Chairman of the Contest Committee. The other members of
the committee are: L. R. Booker,
Industrial Education; J. L. Brock
a
0
^ ""^ a"nUal wi" *» °ff
Vocational Education; E. F. Car- the press approximate y 7V fffc' ^'" » T,, ^
ty SeCt n are M!ss Carol
I Ma
t Be™
'°
y»
tee, Textiles;
G. M. Carter, White of Augusta, upper leftf Miss Helen Macklv M
u
er
TAPS
Sponsor,
cent"
Miss
Beverly
to!
tM^T'
'
-^
PP
*«**; Miss Zada Mims,
r
Woodwork and Drawing;
E. J.
P
of
Freeman, Machine Shop; Gaston Pamp.ic„ , center right; ML Edna H»nt« 5TaUreh' 1^% >;/*' M* Franc. VColeman
Darlington, lower center; and Miss JanicT^L trj^JZme F{ "V" ^V*
™Sh™' °f
Gage, Textiles; D. N. Harris,
were present at Taps Ball held Anril 21 *nA t \ Jacksonville, Fla., lower right. These girls
P
Drawing; W. W. Klugh, Draw- Casa Loma band.
*"d featur,n£ th« ™™ of Glen Gray and his popular
ing; J. L. Marshall, Woodworking; C. P. Philpot, Forge and strangers whom they meet and
Foundry; C. M. Wilson, State De- with whom . exchange ideas. It
partment.
helps them in this way and in
These annual contests bring the knowledge they gain from dethe students in contact with monstrations.
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ANDERSON SERVICE STATION

I Sinclair Products

STEWART-MERRITT COMPANY
GREENVILLE'S LEADING CLOTHIERS SINCE 1907
Phone

W

0

Courteous and Efficient Service

915

26 S. Main v

William Dupre Selected As
Alternate; Baskin
Winner
According to Professor B. S.
Goodale of the dairy department,
J. Carroll Shelley of Marion has
been awarded the Danforth Fellowship for 1937. William M. Du
Pre of Walhalla, has been chosen
alternate.
The Danforth Foundation donates an annual fellowship to study problems of manufactory sales
promotion, grain exchanges, stock
yard research laboratories, and for
experimentation management. It
is a four weeks fellowship to help
students to make decisions, enlarge their horizon, and broaden
their contacts. These followships
were first offered in 1929, Clemson being represented then and
each year since. This year awards
are being offered to 38 colleges.
Other Activities Included
The activities offered by this
fellowship include two weeks to b<=
spent in the vicinity of St. Louis,
Mo., and two weeks of leadership
training at the American Youth
Foundation on Lake Michigan.
Shelley is a junior in the school
of agriculutre and is majoring in
animal husbandry.
He is vicepresident of the junior class and
a member of Alpha Zeta.
Last year, the winner of the
Danforth Fellowship was Ed B,
Baskin of Bishopville. Two years;
ago the Fellowship was won by
D. A. Shelley, brother of the present winner. This is the most distinctive award that a junior in
the school of agriculture can attain.

STANLEY IS ELECTED
MINARETSJRESIDENT
Hunt, Lafaye, and Linley
Hold Other Positions of
Organization
At a recent meeting of The
Minarets, local honorary architectural society, officers were elected and plans were discussed
for the architectural dance which
will be held in collaboration with
the Junior-Senior on May 8.
The following officers were elected: T. E. Stanley, president;
J. M. Hunt, vice-president; Luke
Lafaye, secretary and treasurer,
and executive committee head,
John Linley.
Stanley is a member of the
junior class, and hails from Marion. He is a member of Alpha
Chiv Si, and also 'belongs to the
junior TAPS STAFF. Linley and
Hunt are members of the junior
class, while Lafaye is a member
of the sophomore class.
, Active Society
The Minarets are one of the
most active clubs on the campus.
Their dance is an annual affair,
and it promises to be one of the
gala occasions of the year. In
addition vto excellent art exhibits
staged during the course of the
year, members of the Minarets
have always played an important
part in the planning and preparation; of the dance decorations.
Under the guidance of the" architects, Clemson's dance decorations have been constantly improving and gaining nationwide
recognition. Visitors and members of visiting orchestras have
commented on the excellence of
the various decorative schemes
and compared them favorably
with decorative schemes employed by the largest colleges and
universities in the country.
H. S. Barter, Clemson textile
graduate of '29 is connected with
the Dupont Company of Richmond, Va.
DILLARD SHOE SHOP
"We Make Walking -a
Pleasure"—T:-y Our Work
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Founded by the class of 1907 and publUhod weekly, during the
college session, by the corps of cadets of Clemson A&M College.
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Offlc*. Clemson, 8. C
Member South Carolina College Press Association.

EXECUTIVE
J. C.
W. R.
0. F.
B. N.
J. W.
T. H.
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—Editor-in-Chief
.Associate Editor
.Associate Editor
-Managing Editor
Business Manager
-Circulation Manager

REPORTORIAL
J. K. Smith, News Editor
T. B. Young, Assistant News Editor
P. H. Adams, Feature Editor
A. W. Sanders, Exchange Editor
Staff Reporters: H. L. Acker, E. Mazo, W. B. Wade,
A V Williams, T. E. Lanham, A. D. Graham,
c' E.' Meree, B. 0. Cantey, J. B. Montgomery,
W H. Thackston, J. W. Everett, J. F. Copeland,
W. G. Rhodes, G. N. McMillan
CARTOONIST
T. E. Stanley
BUSINESS
W. H. Frazier, Associate Business Manager
II. Smith. W. D. Wood, Freshman Assistants
CIRCULATION
M M Motes, G. C. Paulsen Assoc. Circulation Mgrs.
W T. Cain, L. M. Telton, M. Crook, L. T. Garick,
F L Bawl, W. W. Gregory, Assistant Circulation
Managers. E. S. Aimers, W. A. Rhyne, J. R. Burton,
P. Hawkins, Freshman Assistants.

SOCIAL SCIENCES
IN AN ATTEMPT to centralize students interested in the Social Sciences,
members of the student bodies of Winthrop, Lander, Greenville Woman's College,
Furman University, the University of S.
Carolina and Clemson College met. recently at a convention in Greenville and officially formed a Social Service Federation
of South Carolina students and adopted an
official constitution for the organization.
The purpose of this statewide federation is to foster interest in the social sciences and promote the founding of social
science clubs at each of the state colleges.
These organizations are in turn to be
members of the state organization—the
Social Service Federation. This federation
will hold a convention twice yearly in an
attempt to gain a closer relationship between the various collegiate chapters and
to crystalize individual efforts in a mass
action to promote some useful statewide
social project.
To Clemson Students, this type of organization is of a distinctly different type
from any now on the campus. It is intended to differ from the customary clubs
which enjoy a mushroom growth, flourish
for a while and then lapse into oblivion
as pins or keys are won and interest is
lost. The organization, working under
the advisership of faculty members of the
departments of Sociology, Rural Sociology,
Agricultural Economics, Economics, History and Government, offers no keys, or
other similar inducements. It is merely
to afford the students interested in the
fields mentioned above with an opportunity to get together and discuss problems
and exchange opinions with other students
and faculty members.
As has been stated, this organization
is entirely voluntary. It is not an organization designed to merely afford its members an opportunity to claim membership
in an organization, but to give the student
interested in the field of social science an
opportunity to gain invaluable information
on subjects with which he will have to
cope in later life.
Not much time remains to get any
concerted action in the current semester.
Nevertheless, here is still time enough for
interested students to meet and formulate
a sound basis upon which an efficient club
designed to promulgate interest in the social sciences may be formed.

SPRING TIME LETDOWN
September comes; school opens and
hosts of college students, begin a ninemonths' grind filled with secret ambitions
and resolutions. Study and work is continuous ;objectives are reached; and the
first semester is over. Again the student
begins; his hopes are high, his aim and
direction is definite, and he gains a racing
start down the homeward stretch. But
now, Spring has covered everything with
an abundance of lazy pastimes; extra curricular activities are increased i vacation
paints enticing pictures which cause diversion of thought and mental laxation.
The intensity and seriousness of study is
seen to lag. Work hours are changed,
shortened, and substituted. The zone of
safety has been reached, stretched, and
broken. This brings on a crisis, and the
last month of school becomes a critical
moment.
Surely the student recognizes'his position! It is easy for him tp see the rut
into which he is gradually sinking.
Examinations are four short weeks
off, and it is our earnest desire to warn
students against this negligence and carelessness which is pne of the most glaring
and noticeable deficiencies of Clemson
By A. W. Sanders
men. The student must realize that right
now is the time to apply himself most vigSince P C. became co-educational over a
orously to his work. The trite and some- year ago the co-eds are about to take over the
what aged proverb, "A stitch in time saves feadership of the school. The girls rate high m
scholarship, athltics, religious organizations, and
nine", can be applied with all its force/ Publications staffs. The boys state that they are
The disaster resulting from last-month also handy to have around at socials, shows, and
let-downs are inexcusable, and the whole St ordinary dating. A lot of fellows around
blame is to be borne by the student Sure- here think that co-eds would be a help to this
but if you ask the guys who had to move
ly the realization of raising a flunk,to a campus,
out of the third barracks and live (?) in the
pass or keeping and holding a substan- barn last week-end, they'll say that girls can
tial average should be enough inducement cause a lot of trouble around a campus.
COLLEGIATE PRESS
to the student for him to strive earnestly
We've about decided to go to Carolina next
to keep his record clean. Eleventh hour
for in the Gamecock we saw a headline
repriVes have saved criminals, and last- year,
reading "Students Will Get Sunday Mail". Now
lap sprints have won many races, it is that's something we've never been able to do.
now that the student sink or swim. His In fact, the only mail we get now is the letter
final sprint should develop a burst at that comes every month after blue slips are sent
We're all for any school that will guarspeed, and he is bound to end m a blaze home
antee that the students will get mail once a week.
of glory. The opportunity awaits, if only
COIXEGIATE PRESS
We never suspected that the Winthrop lasshe'll avail himself of it.

Collegiate Press

"Football does not interest me in the
least. A quiet game of chess is my idea
of a good clean American game!
ine
UniveSty of Houston's Prof. James D.
Hutchinson jumps kings for exercise.
"Instead of seeking poise or Peaceit
is better to be happily discontented
Cleveland College's Dr. Sumner Lee assistant professor of psychology, offers his
formula.
"Why should we bother with a comet^ It has nothing to do with the New
Deal'" A non-PWA dig by Harry Mountcastle, professor of physics at Western
Reserve University.
"In most cases women can not forget
that they are women. They act J««* Jg
prima donnas." Women just don t. mato
good newspapermen thinks theUmvff
sity of Michigan's journalism Professor
John I. Brumn.
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ies would have any trouble getting men, but it
seems a man must be bound and gagged before
the girls can find him. The other day four of
the girls were going out to plant a flower garden
and they heard a cry for help. They finally found
a man tied up and lying in the bushes. When
thev had gallantly rescued him he told them he
had been robbed of $400. Now all that remains
is for the girls to find the thief and the $400
and we'll recommend them for a medal.
——COLLEGIATE PRESS

Since all the cadets are broken-hearted over
the fact that we don't have chapel any more, we
thought it might be interesting to know that
Duke University has arranged for student-controlled chapel exercises. •
The newly appointed chapel committee, composed of six faculty members and five student
representatives, provides student-run services and
assures better publicity for future services. They
are also considering a change in the hour of the
services, now held on Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Friday at 12:30. There has been planned a new
publicity scheme by which meetings will be more
widely advertised.
If the new set-up proves successful after a
fair trial period has passed, the student-faculty
committee will become a permanent institution at
Duke

'

-A. W. S.

Talk Of The
lown
LATE NEWS
After struggling for two weeks
with our remarkable high school
issue we got caught in the aftermath la«t «»* aafl wMkwt*1 t
the point of j.a.ilns -at a sir^i
issue. Unfortunately, it so happens that we couldn't have picked a worse week in which to do
so. Since taking stock, we ha\e
discovered much to lour regret
that we left out not less than ten
stories of vital importance. So
far we have had six irate telephone calls asking us "what the
hell?" and we are waiting with
our hearts in our mouths to get
the remaining four or perhaps
even a personal visit. Our only
explanation for this gross inefficiency i» that we were slower
than usual getting our copy together and our luve-driving Simon Legree who helps us make the
paper up was whisked away on a
subpeona charge to Greenville at
the crucial moment when the paper went to press. This left us
facing a situation we had never
had to cope with and consequently, due to our dilly-dally way
of doing things, we wound up
with inconsequential
associated
press stories on the front page
and most of the interesting college news we had been able to
glean sitting on the shelf. We
regret this happening and hope
that it isn't a foreshadowing of
a prediction of a close friend of
ours who long ago prophesied
that the TIGER's slogan would
soon be changed from "Tomorrow's News Today" to "Today's
News Next Week."
TALK OF THE TOWN

HONOR PRAT
From one of our undercover
men we gleaned the following little news item which doesn't mean
so very much to us and which
probably won't make sense to 90
per cent of the people who acciden'tly read this column, but to
the few electrical engineers who
read it by chance, we hope it will
be a source of interest. According to the news dspatch, an organization known as the Hook
Club has been organized for the
purpose of promoting a better understanding between students and
•professors of the department. The
copy became a little blurred at
this point, and the names of the
charter members and faculty
couldn't be clearly deciphered;
but they looked remarkably like
Herring, Reed, Hodges, Miller,
Prof. D. C. Credle and A. C. Tingley.
Pledges will he taken in
from the Flunkees of both E. E.
sections and they will be named
at an early date. Informal initiation will | last two weeks and
the Hook Worms will be required
to wear around' their necks a
large hook baited with delicacies
and sweetmeats.
TALK OF THE TOWN

LOST IN THE BUSH
Unless our feeble memory has
failed! us completely, one of the
paragraphs we ran in this column made the announcement that
somewhere in that issue there
would appear a Poet's Corner. In
the general hubbub (see first paragraph) it got left out.
Consequently, in addition to nearly
losing tihe services of our poet
laureate, we had had many eomplants registered from trusting
souls who had faithfully read the
paper from stem to stearn in a
futile search for the poetic gem.
In an effort to makeup for last
week's blunder and also to assure
ourselves of the fact that at least
one poem gets in, we are hereby
getting the poet laureate off to a
bad start by running his first
effort in our little column.

OSCAR

SAYS

■

„, tiii StMlej'f lit tit Lulu who
tteAdea the dance list has been
awarded the honor spot in the
column this week for not asking
(I try to dress like Soph. Sloan)
Tom too many questions about
the red-haired yard-engine he has
been dating.
OSCAR SAYS

that the bouncers (Shuford,
Lawton, Berry, and Lewis) were
very much in evidence at all of
the hops, and Oscar suggests that
they would be of more service
under the bleachers in an effort
to catch the coca-cola bottles as
they bounced off the floor.
OSCAR SAYS

__that he knew that Ducky Wells
doubled up on Junior and Senior
Army, but he didn't know the
rascal was also a member of the
Junior and Senior Taps staff, or
was that extra ribbon on his lapel his Y deputation team streaflh■ OSCAR SAYS •

J

that the triple ententeJ (Vicaria, Perez, and D. E. Waters) has
filed the only complaint yet regregistered against Glen Gray
when they said his band neglected to play rumbas, tangoes, and
other Pan American numbers
which make it easier to win the
graces of the opposing sex.
OSCAR SAYS

that, if dancing with the Taps
sponsor has anything to do with
it, Stalvey has nothing else to
worry about as far as that next
year's editorship is concerned.
OSCAR SAYS ——

—that Waters (I'm vice-president of the Top-Kick Klub) is
back in the running for 'one of
the Colonels-To-Be as a result of
the little after-dance party at
Major Dumas' Saturday night.
OSCAR SAYS

__that Inderfurth's girl
gar*"
the corps an excellent example
of what going with Inderfurth
will do for you when she arrived for
Taps Ball
at fivethirty Sunday morning ...
just in time for the HolsesNeck Club Breakfast.
OSCAR

SAYS

__that incidentally for the bener
fit of those who didn't quite make
the Blue Key Grade, Oscar is this
week forming a Green Lock Klub
by nominating three of Charleston's celebrities (LaRoche,, Miller, and Prause).
OSCAR

SAYS

__that Editor Wilkie resorted to
playboy tactics the first time last
Saturday when he escorted Gene
of Converse to Horton's pre-dance
dinner party, leaving little Benjie
and a host of others patiently
waiting for the one and only.
-

OSCAR SAYS

__thot Welling LaGrone paid
Wilkie a handsome sum to run,
picture's of the Taps sponsors in
last week's Tiger instead of the
beauties that Folk ordered, but
Jimmu Thigpen (Taps Beauty
Vaughn's date) has raised collateral enough to have the beuties inserted this week.
OSCAR SAYS

—that the sound effect credited
to the mess-hall-victrola hook-up
on soupy days is really caused by
a few of the bull-grabbers lapping their broth.
OSCAR SAYS —:

—that Cadence Count Farmer is
asking too much when he expects
Oscar to believe that he had an
electricity experiment to make up
when Oscar caught him parked
in front of the Engine House during the wee hours of the morning.
OSCAR SAYS

LOVE ON THE RUIN
Your lips so round, so indiscreet
With lips so curved and smooth,
A taste of them, O gee how
sweet—
For you my burning thirst can
sooth.

—that although "Strokes" Stokes didn't quite,, make the Blue
Key fraternity, Oscar is pleased
to note that he made the Blue
Key Directory by a huge majority.
(Continued on page five)

Your figure is something to behold,
A quality of the mildest strain;
Your shape that doth my eyes
console
And in your spell I feel no pain.

Doth fill me with a fiery passion;
Rises in me without my seeing
A craving that knows no fashion.

Your effervescent soul doth fill
my being,

My thirst for you I cannot quell.
You only can my mind console;
On you my thoughts seem to
dwell
On you,—
__my Bottle.
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HEALTH PROBLEM IS
ATTACKED BY DOCTOR

Oscar Says

FIVE
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Dr. Sedgwick Simons, syphilologist of the South Carolina State
Board of Health, gave a talk in
the auditorium of the new agricultural building at 7:00 P. M.,
April 21, on the subject, "The
Problem of Syphilis as We Recognize It Today."
This meeting was sponsored by
the Presbyterian Student Association, whose president is Holman
Smith. The subject for discussion
OSCAR SAYS
was one of vital interest since
that Holmes Heatwole proved a great campaign is being waged
to be the life of the party, but against syphilis in South Carolina.
those pennies tossed on the Feld
House floor weren't actually from
Jieaven 'but rather from a stupetied but admiring audience.
that after gazing at his counOSCAR SAYS
tenance for fully seventeen years,
that Oscar thinks that Doc Runt Yarborough finally decided
Leonard
(Spartjanburg's
pride to take, a poke at his mug last
and joy) got more benefit from Friday night which resulted in
that Gaffney gal's sixteen-cylin- much shattered glass and laceratder Cadillac than Pudding Head ed knuckles.
OSCAR SAYS
Jones who had the> lass over.
OSCAR SAYS ——
that Oscar is also organizing
_that Otis (I really am associate a Sneaker Klub (composed of
•editor of the weekly rag) Morgan new timers who were caught in
visited the Tiger office for the the act of sneaking out of the
first time over the weekend when fieldhouse for & spring time snip
he tossed one of his famed elbow- with Ray, C. Vaughan, C. Vaughan and as charter members.
benders 'behind locked doors.

(Continued from page four)
that Clemson's only Ace Parker told that gullible little Florence child who confused him with
Duke's flash everything concerning his career, incuding his athletic prowess, but failed to mention the fact that he was now
the rankiag pea driver on G-2
and not training with the Philadelphia Athletics.

Marine Headquarters Issues Orders
Alumni News
To Clemson Announcing 1937 Quota
Member of Present Senior
Class to be Nominated
For Commission
In a memorandum issued from
Marne Headquarters in Washington, D. C, college officials were
recently informed that this year
a quota has again been assigned to Clemson for the nomination
of a member of the current graduating class for commission as
second lieutenant in the Marine
Corps on July 1, 1937.
In accordance with the official
order, nominations are to be
made by the president after conference with the Head of the Department of Military Science and
Tatcics. The Major General Commandant of the Marine Corps will
make the final selections and order the accepted candidate to
appear for physical examination
before a board of examiners of
the Naval Medical Corps. No
examination other than physical
will he required.
A partial list of Clemson grad-

J. L. Adams, Jr. graduate of
the school of textiles in the class
SMITH IS ELECTED
of '29, is now connected with the
TO VICE-PRESIDENCY Whitney Mfg. Co. of Whitney, S.
SMITH
C. in the capacity of Overseer of
E. H. Smith, member of the Carding.
Junior class, majoring in Z. and
E., was elected First Vice PresiR. A. All, class of '34, now
dent of the S. C.-Ga. Inter-stitt holds the responsible position of
4-H club at their organization Egiciency Engineer with the Calmeeting at Aiken, S. C. last week laway Mills, LaGrange, Georgia.
Smith is a native of Abbeville,
W. G. Ashmore, Clemson graholds the rank of a Sergeant, and duate of '33, is now Southern
is a member of the Dairy cluib Editor of the
Textile World,
and Alpha Zeta.
Greenville, S. C.
The other officers elected were
Alton Davis, U. of Ga., president,
J. C. Attaway, now foreman
Jewell Newell of Columbia Col- with the DuPont company, Richlege, second vice-president, and mond, Va., is a Clemson graduate
Ellen Atkinson of Winthrop, secof the class of '30.
retary and treasurer.
J. F. Baker, class of '30, Is
Patronize Tiger Advertisers!
now Textile Inspector for the
uates who are now on duty with Quartermaster Depot, Philadelthe Marine Corps includes Max phia, Pa.
Chapman, class of '36, now staC. R. Barton, graduate of the
tioned with the Marine Detachment aboard the USS Sarasota; school of textiles in '29, now
and Robert F. Scott, class of '36, holds the responsible position of
stationed with the detachment a- Supt. of plants 1 and 2 of the
Charlotte, N. 'C.
board the USS Arizona.

Ran 2 Record-Smashing 440 Yd. Dashes in One Day!
HE DUPLICATED

RAY ELLINWOOD,

the feat 20 minutes later as anchor man on the
relay team. Ray's
start enables him
to jump into the
lead at the crack
of the gun.

sensational track
star of theUniversity of Chicago,
clipped .3 second
off die world's indoor 440-yard
dash recordjin his
first college meet.

IN THE FIRST FEW
STRIDES, Ray unleashes
almost explosive power.
And keeps driving!

"IT'S EASY to get fatigued at exam-time,"
says Bob Sdmmerville
(left), college senior.
"When I'm tired, a
Camel gives me a 'lift'
in energy, bucks up
my spirits, and helps
me sail along with
pep to spare."

HI

"Please add me to the athletes who get a 'lift' with
a Camel"—Ray Ellinwood
I NEVER fully realized just how
much *Geta"lift" with aCamel'
meant to me until I ran two
world record-breaking quarters
in one afternoon," Ray continues.
"That's the time I put on my
supreme effort. Afterwards a
Camel helped me pull myself together—helped me change over
from being tired to feeling full
of pep. And that night I ate
heartily and digested my meal
as well as ever. This convinced
me 100% on the value of enjoying Camels' for digestion's sake.'"
In every line of endeavor—active, hard-working men and women
light up Camels to renew their
vim and energy—to add more enjoyment to mealtimes — and to
ease strain and tension.

.... V i

illl
EVERY HOUR'S A BUSY

ONE for attractive Claire
Huntington {right}, public
stenographer. "Yes, it's a
strain," she says, "but no
matter how tired I get,
smoking a Camel brings
back my energy. Although
I smoke a lot, Camels never
jangle my nerves."

SURVEYOR William Barrett
(left) speaking: "*I get in a lot of
Camel smoking during the day.
When I begin to feel below par,
it's me for^a Camel and that invigorating 'lift' in energy."
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MRS. JOHN W. ROCKEFELLER, JR.,

prominent in New York society, says:
"Ifs wonderful, when you're ored,to
Set a cheering 'lift' with a Camel.

"JACK OAKIE'S
COLLEGE"

A gala show with Jack Oakie
running the "college"! Hollywood comedians and singing
stars! Join Jack Oakie's College.Tuesdays—8:30pmE.S.T.
(9:30 pm E.D.S.T.), 7:30 pm
C.S.T., 6:30 pm M.S.T., 5:30
pm P.S.T., over WABC-CBS.

m
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for Digestion's
sake... smote

CAMELS

^
fc

JUST IMAGINE breaking
the world's record twice
the same day! That takes
stamina and endurance of
high order.

<$«:,

Copjrizht, 1987, B. J. BeTnolda Tobmcoo Company, Wln«ton-S»lcm. N„ O.

jtlierTob;

_>OStlier lODSiCCOS

Camels are made from finer, MORE

EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS... Turkish and Domestic... than any other popular brand.
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PURPOSES OF OXFORD Donors Award Pins to Newly Chosen
GROUP ARE EXPLAINED Members of Honor Writers Fraternity
BY '18 CLEMSON GRAD TERRELL IS ELECTED Funds For Membership Pins
Donated by Six InterJames C. Furman Outlines
ested Parties
Basic Principles Of ReSTATE
'YJECRETARY
ligious Revival
IS GROWING
By James C. Furman,
Class of '18
The Oxford Group, which refecently held its first large Southern house-party at
Indian
Springs, Ga., with more than half
the States of the nation, as well
as Canada, represented, believes
it has the answer to the individual problems of the people of all
nations, the answer to unemployment, to other economic problems
and to war. But it believes the.
answer is spiritual, not economic
—just as it believes the real
trouble, the cause of the world's
ills is spiritual, not economic.
The Oxford Group is at wjrk
in more than 50 nations. It is
not a new "organization." In
fact, it is not an organization at
all. It is a far flung Grou^ of
people, who are attempting—in
their everyday lives—to live up
to Christ's standards of absolute
honesty, absolute purity, absolute
unselfishness, and absolute love.
They are attempting to spread
the message of applied Christianity throughout the world, and
that they are meeting with success is evidenced by the phenomenal growth of the Oxford
Group iri practically every country in the world.
Those in the Oxford Group believe that Christianity should be
lived, not just on Sunday, but
every day—in business, in social
life, in sports, in school, at home.
They believe that Christ was on
this earth to show us how to live,
and that if we surrender our lives
to God and live up to Christ's
standards, our troubles will foe
over—our personal troubles, ouination's troubles, and the troubles of the world. For, the Oxford Group is proving that "human nature can be changed,,*
With the help of God—and that
from "changed" lives, changed
nationalities emerge, and that a
"changed" world is possible.
Denmark probably comes closest to being a "changed" nation.
In two years following the first
visit of the Oxford Group, amazing things have happened in this
little country
Broken homes
have been reunited; businessmen
have 'become absolutely honest
in their business dealings; employers in many cases have voluntarily raised the wages and salaries of their employees; employees who formerly wasted time
and cut corners in their jobs are
rendering more efficient service
to their employers; the church
has been revitalized p there have
been innumerable examples of the
settling of disputes between capital and labor through the simple
expedient of "listening to God,"
and then settling the dispute on
the basis of "God-guidance," instead of through force or bloodshed.
One of the remarkable things
about the Oxford Group is that
it breaks down all the barriers
of race, class and creed. In the
Group will be found ministers of
the gospel; actors; bankers; butchers; ex-gangsters; ex-communists; members of European nobility; household servants; business and professional men and
women (of practically every business and profession); and housewives. Every Protestant Church
as well as the Catholic church is
represented in the Oxford Group.
Affiliation with the Oxford Group
in no way interferes with church
membership.
On the contrary,
it has frequently been observed
DOC

DOC

DOC

DOC

In recognition for their acceptAnnual Conference Is Held ance as members of Gamma Alin Columbia; Prominent
pha Mu 'by Octavus Roy Cohen,
the newly elected membesr to the
Men Are Heard
writers frat were entertained at
The Annual South Carolina the home of Professor John Lane
Spring YM and YWCA Confer- and awarded membership pins.
Donors of pins for this year's
ence met in Columbia last weekend, April 23 to 25. About ten initiates were Mr. H. L. M. Wigcolleges in South Carolina were gins, publisher of the Hartsville
represented at the
meeting, Messenger. Dr. Pickens McColClemson College sending fifteen lum of Clemson; Mr. William M.
Moise, Atlantic City, N. J.; Dr.
cadets.
Many discussions were held in T. B. Reeves, Greenville surgeon;
an effort to formulate plans for and Mr. Arnold K. Boyd, who
the coming years YM and YWCA gives annually the English medal
work throughout the state. Many at Clemson. Pins were also given
noted speakers were at the con- 'by the Greenville News-Piedmont,
ference to address the college the Anderson Daily Mail, and the
students which includeed Dr. Columbia State.
Membership Grows
Frank Poole of Furman UniverMembership in the three-yearsity, Mr. William McKee, Southern Regional YMCA Secretary, old fraternity now .stands sevenand Dr. Y. T. Wu, Chinese Philo- teen. The fraternity was estabsopher and world famous speaker lished for the purpose of promoting interest in literary activities
Terrell Elected
A distinctive honor was be- and encouraging the promising
stowed on Clemson College YM- author, journalist or poet. MemCA in that Lake E. Terrell was bership is not limited to those
elected secretary of the South expressing a determination to
Carolina YM and YWCA Associa- chose some field of writing as
tion for the coming year. Terrell, their profession; anyone interestwho was recently elected vice- ed in any of the various forms
president of the local organiza- such as fiction, news articles, feation, is a member of the YMCA ture articles, poetry, belle's letCabinet, member of the Junior ters, etc., are eligible to submit
Council, a supply sergeant and manuscripts. Manuscripts sumita member of Athanor. Other ted are judged solely iby Mr. Conew officers of the, State Associa- hen and it is upon his recommention are John Stone, of the Cita- dation that a new member is
del, recent winner of the State added to the group.
Oratorical prize, was elected preSites Interested
Dr. E. W. Sikes, Clemson's
sident and Miss\ Mary O'Dell of
Winthrop College, vice-president. president, active in the inception
The fifteen representatives from of the club, has maintained conClemson included the new mem- stant interest in its development
bers of the YMCA Cabinet and and was responsible for the first
six pins donated to members. The
last years YMCA Officers.
late Dr. Long was one of the
I judge people by what they donors of the original pins.
might do—not are, or will be.—
Browning.
P. W. Cunningham, Clemson
AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES
j
textile graduate of 1925, recentThe only wretched are the ly resigned his position as salesHAVOLINE and TEXACO MOTOR OILS
wise.—Prior.
man with Harris Oil Company,
to accept a position with VeederCourteous and Efficient Service
that a church member, following Root, Inc.
affiliation with the Oxford Group, office.
>Q<
>o<
>n<
>rv
7%n/
>ocziDoczzr>o<
becomes a much more active and
more vital member.
wmts
I KNOW ITfe ITS ONE OF THE RAREST
On February 23, 19 3 6, PresiAN INDIAN
AND MOST PECULIAR PIPES
dent Roosevelt said, "I doubt if
PIPE, BUT "\ EVER DISCOVERED. IT'S
there is any problem, social, poV/Hy DO YOU
MADE OF SANDSTONE,
CALL. IT A *--. AND IT SETS ITS
litical or economic, that would
BRIDEGROOM
NAME BECAUSE
not melt away before the fires of
PIPE :
a spiritual awakening."
Many internationally known
men 'believe that the Oxford
Group will be the instrument
through which such a spiritual
awakening will be brought about
For example, about eighteen
months ago, Roger W. Babson.
noted American economist, said;
"JME DOUBLE ST-M NATURALLY :
INDIAN
"I expect a business revival. But
SUGGESTS 1TS USE IN INDIAN."::
BRIDEGROOM
PIPE
only a spiritual awakening among
gMATR I MONIAL CEP- MONIES:
the people can make it enduring.
The Oxford Group is the John the
SMOKING THE BRIDE-GROOM PIPE
Baptist of such a renaissance."
WAS EVIDENTLY THE INDIAN WAV
OF BEGINNING A PEACEFUL,
Thpe Archbishop of Canterbury
HAPPV UNION
(England) said, "This movement
is most certainly doing what the
Church of Christ exists everywhere to do. It is changing human lives."
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CRAWFORD'S
Dry Cleaners of the
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BRING YOUR FRIENDS TO THE

Tea Roomfor the Best Meals in Town
—try our Party Special—
SANDWICHES & PUNCH
We endeavor to please you with our courteous and
efficient service.
MRS. GAMBILL, Manager
o<

>p<

Copyright, 1937, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

STEP UP, MEN, FOR COOLSMOOTH—TASTY PIPE
SMOKING. PRINCE ALBERT
IS EASY ON THE TONGUE.
AND ON THE P0CKETB00K
TOO.' 50 PIPEFULS IN
^ THE BIG POCKET
TIN.'

pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in
every 2-oz. tin of Prince Albert

PRINCE ALBERT MONEYBACK GUARANTEE

OUROfFBR

Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of
Prince Albert. If you don't find
it the mellowest, tastiest pipe
tobacco you ever smoked, return the pocket tin with the rest
of the tobacco in it to us at any
time within a month from this
date, and we will refund full
purchase price, plus postage.
(Signed) R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Company, WinstonSalem, North Carolina.

fouNGE ALBERT

THE NATIONAL
JOY SMOKE

1
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Little attention has been given to Clemson's swimming team this year and most of the boys in school are
-totally ignorant of the fact that we had a fine group of
aquatic stars working out in the Y pool every afternoon.
This team, coached by Mr. Holtzendorff, made a fine record by being crowned state champs and finishing fifth in
the Southern Conference this year
Led by Captain George Dur"3)011, the Bengal swimmers defeated such teams as Georgia,
Georgia Tech, Emory, and Knox-ville.
In beating Tech and
iKnoxville, the Tigers broke winding streaks that both of these
teams had held intact for a
;long time.
By losing only two men by
^graduation, next year's team
should be as good if not \etter
than this season's aggregation.
Captain Durban and Henry Bacot, the men to graduate "This
year, will leave such stars as
Mullen, Hutchinson, F. Durban,
and Horner to- carry on next
year.
i
<X>LF
Golf is another sport that has
Ijeen woefully neglected in this
column.
After looking
over
the results of matches that the
team ha played, we find that
the Tiger cluhters are yet to be
defeated.
Tihs is a record of
which
everyone
at Clemson
should be proud, and we wish
-to apologize to the team for
the neglect that theyhavesuffer■edinpublicity.
TRACK
The track team is down to
hard work in preparation for
the state meet at Clinton this
•week-end.
The Tigers
have
l)een state champs for the past
two years and everyone is looking for them to make it three
years straight.
Captain
Boh
tCarter is expected to be one 6f
the shining lights in the competition, as he is considered
one of the foest hurdlers and
high jumpers in the south.
HERE AND THERE
The Minor Block C Club initiates aTe undergoing some discomfiture while the informal initiation is going on ... . Since
the swimming season is over,
Frampton Durban
has
been
-playing on the tennis team . . .
The track meet with Furman
that was rained out last Saturday, will he held next Wednesday . . . Speaking of track,
^everyone who is able
should
take in the state meet in Clin-±on this week-end.

ALUMNI ORDER LISTS
MEMBERSHIP ROSTER

i.

I

*HCTf|

SUICIDES ARE OBJECT
OF COLLEGE PROJECT Tracksters
Purpose of Research to Study

Prepare For
Annual Event At Clinton

Causes of Violent
Reactions

New York, N . Y.— (ACP)—
Why people commit suicide will
be studied in a one-year research
project by the New York University college of medicine, it was
announced by Dr. John Wyckoff,
dean of the college.
The
study
of
self-inicted
Sports Menu Listed
deaths in the New York area
will be supervised by Dr. NaApril
30—Tennis, Furman,
thaniel Ross, assistant clinical
there.
professor of psychiatry in the
]Vjay i—Tennis,
Carolina,
college.
there.
"Although approximately 30,May 3—Tennis, P. C, there.
000 persons commit suicide anBaseball, Georgia, there.
nually in the United States, we
j[ay
4—Baseball,
Georgia,
still know comparatively little
there.
about the problem," said Dean
May
6—fBaseball,
P.
C,
Wickoff.
there.
"Suicide, per se, is not necesMay 6, 7, 8—State tennis
sarily a disease but does occur
and track meets at Clinton.
frequently in a number of menMay 6—Gold, P. C, here.
tal conditions, and, therefore,
might be prevented.
"The purpose of our research
Will be the study of suicide of
adults and children from the
point of view of manifestations,
frequency of occurrence, and the
Prause,
Heard,
Mockton social background of individual
affected by suicidal tendencies.
Star in Brilliant
Links Victory
J. E. M. Mitchell, Class of 1912
The Clemson golf team defeated the Carolina clubsters 12 1-2 is Southern Manager of Jeffery
to 5 1-2 in a match held at the' DeWitt Insulation Co. He lives
Boscobel Country Club last Fri- at Kenove West Va. There never
was a more loyal Tiger, he and
day. Bruner of Carolina was low comes all the way to South Caroscore with a card of 80. Prause, lina every year to see The Tigers
Heard, and Monckton,
all of play football.
Clemson were next with scores of
82.
Summary:
DeLoach (S. C.) defeated Mc- |
Crary 2 to 1
-" I
Heard (C) defeated Leahy 3
to 0
Bruner (S. C.) and Prause tied
1 1-2 to 1 1-2
Monckton (C) defeated Fauche
2 to 1
Prause and Monckton C) defeated Bruner and Fauche 2 1-2
to !"2
The match which was scheduled to be played with Furman in
Greenville Saturday was rained
out and will be held at a later
date.

Tiger Golfers Whip
Carolina Linksmen

Tierer
Racaueteers
l Igci ivo^uciwi o

Colorful

competition set for

Saturday Night With

Deluge Calvinists

P. C. Host
CARTER STAR

LaGrone and Company Put
This
Saturday
nigh
tthe
On Pressure to Whitesports spotlight will be focused
wash P. C. Men
at Clinton where
the
State
The Clemson tennis team ex- Track meet will be held. This
perienced little difficulty in dis- great spectacle is one of the
posing of the P. C. racket wield- most outstanding athletic events
ers in a match held here last of the year in South Carolina
Friday. The Bengal racketeers and a large crowd is expected
did not lose a set in defeating the to be on hand to witness the
meet on the Presbyterian ColP. C. team 7 to 0.
lege cinder track.
Summary:
Tigers Favored
LaGrone (C) defeated Beatty
The Clemson Tigers, holder of
6-1, 6-1
Campbell (C) defeated Parham the state crown in track and
field events for the past tw°"
7-5, 6-4
Mitchell (C) heat Woodward years, is heavily favored to cop
the championship again.
The
6-1, 6-2
Calhoun (C) defeated Nash Bengal tracksters will, however
get a great deal of competition
6-4, 6-3
Hudgins (C) whitewashed Ja- from P. C, Carolina, and Furman.
An outstanding feature
cobs 6-0, 6-0
spectacle
LaGrone and Campbell (C) de- of this great sports
feated Beatty and Parham 6-1, will be the bottle for individual
high scorer of the meet.
Thi
6-2
Mitchell and Durban (C) de- will probably be a three way
feated Woodward and Jacobs 6-1, battle between Dick Little, Carolina's sensational
dash
and
6-2
broad jump man;
Bob King,
Virture is bold and goodness Furmon's stellar weight man;
and Bob Carter, hurdling and
never fearful.—Shakespeare.
high jumping ace of the Clemson Tigers.
Patronize Tiger Advertisers!

X. (2. Qftlailin

^)zua Qompanu, cine.

FAMOUSIRCHESTRAS
SIGNED m DANCES
(Continued from page one)
Tea Party." Mai, the suave melody master, presents a wellbalanced orchestra offering a
complete repertoire of smooth
arrangements
of numbers
of
every musical mood. This wellknown orchestra,
which
has
gained many admirers at Clemson in two
previous
engagements here will reign supreme
at Finals Monday Night May, 31
Wardlaw Popular
Presenting an orchestra which
has in the past year gained tremendous
popularity
in
She
Southeast, Jack Wardlaw will
play for the dance Friday, May
28 and the tea dance on Saturday night dance scheduled for
29.
Wardlaw's
fifteen
29.
May
piece CBS orchestra
features
two lovely torch singers, a trio,
and a group of versatile entertainers capable
of presenting
unusual novelty acts which always appeal to dance crowds.
Plans Underway
Plans are already underway
to make this series a fitting climax to a year which has seen
the nation's best dance orchestras brought to the Clemson
campus.

The drive for one thousand Iptay members before the end of
1937 was boosted considerably last
weekend when Hoke Sloan and R.
U. Ritchie returned fror trip to
lower South Carolina with 67 new
Tptay members. The addition of
-these members brings the enroll-ment of the club to a total of
356. The campaign for an increased enrollment continues as
lioth old and new members send [
in additional Iptay members.
The continued list of those people who are now members of the
club follows:
P. B. Holtzendorff, J. E. Hunter, L. E. Hendricks, B. E. Goodale, C. C. Brannon, W. L. Lippm•cott, P. S. McCollum, C. McMillan,
Dr. L. W. Milford, G. E. Metz,
A. M. Musser and W. L. Merck,
Clemson; G. G. Gilmer, Chester;
Alex B. Craig, Chester; F. S.
Barnes, Rock Hill; John Ballenger
-and Scott Alexander, Seneca; J.
B. Bankhead, Chester; T. C. AdS. M. Orr, Jr., honor graduams, Greenville, F. E. Armstrong, ate from Clemson College school
Greenville; and B. B. Abell, Low- ofEleotrical
Engineering
and
NoTris Medal winner in 1936,
W. A. Latimer, Chester; R. M. was recently transferred by the
McGregor, Lykesland; L. G. Mc- General Electric
Company
to
Craw, Columbia; F. R. McMeekin,
Mass. (
^Savannah; S. J. McKenney, Co- Pittsfield
After completing a term in
-umbia; William G. McLeod of power transformer tests,
Orr
Toronto, Canada; J. B. McKerley,
•Greenville; S. McMeekin, Home- will be placed in the General
Electric Central Laboratories in
tead, Florida.
New York.
"Florida.

P.

S.

McCOLLUM,

Owner

The Official College Book and Supply Store

Complete Line of College Stationery
College Jewelry-Pennants-Stickers-Novelties
oRADIOS — Crosley - Fada — Priced Right
TERMS Reasonable If Desired

MAY 9th IS MOTHER'S DAY
Mother's Day Candies

m

Mother's Day Cards

A Wonderful Variety of Nationally Advertised Merchandise for Youi
To Select From

STUDENT CHECKS CASHED—NO EXCHANGE CHARGED

Make Our Store Your Headquarters
J
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Clemson Graduate JUNIOR-SENIOR DANCE! Students Desiring Work in CCC Camps Free-Week is Given
Made Ag Assistant PLANS NOW F NISHED Are Advised to File Applications Now For Upperclasses
(Continued on page two.)
M. C. Rochester Takes Over
both unusual and beautiful.
New Duties as Farm
The !banquet
Friday
night
Specialist
will be a formal one, and many
members of the upper two classMorgan C. Rochester has been es have signified their intentions
appointed assistance farm man- of attending with their dates.
agement specialist in the Clem- This will be the last get-togetheon College Extension Service, er of the Senior and Junior
announces D. W. Watkins, direc- classes, and will feature talks,
tor . He will work with O. M. by the two class presidents, T.
Clark,
agricultural
economist, I. Martin and T. I. Stafford, as
Who is extension farm manage- well as other prominent memment specialist, with headquar- bers of both classes. The mess
hall will be attractively decoraters at Clemson.
ted and favors will be given to
Rochester, a native of Salem, each guest, and Captain HaiOconee county, was graduated combe can be expected to furfrom Clemson College, with the the hearts of many of the cadets
degree of B. S., in 1931, and and their friends.
from the University of Florida
Only Juniors and Seniors will
with the degree of M. S. in 1933. be permitted to have dates for
His -professional experience in- the Friday night dance. But at
cludes one year each as graduate the informal affair on Saturday
assistant and as instructor in the night sponsored 'by the Minarets
University of Florida, one year girls wil be here from neighboras assistant agricultural econo- ing colleges and states to grace
mist with the U. S. Department this last dance before Finals.
of Agriculture, and two years as
agent of the Bureau of Agricultu
Lofty designs must close in
ral Economists.
like effects.—Browning.

PROBLEM ANN OUNGED
AS SUED OAL 'ROJECT

Cooper, Ag. Dean, Receives Students Allowed to Avail
Themselves of Chance
Notice From Soil ConFor Self-Study
servation Service

A memorandum from the Soil
Self-Inflicted Deaths to be Conservation Service of the United States Department of AgriculObject of Intense
ture asking for a number of applicants interested in working in
New York.— (ACP)—Why peo- CCC camps this summer has reple committ suicide will be studied cently been received at Clemson
in a one-year research project by according to an announcement
the New York University college from Dr. H. P. Cooper, dean of
of medicine, it was announced by the school of agriculture.
Dr. John Wyckoff, dean of the colNo definite statement as to
lege.
Clemson's quota is available, but
The study of self-inflicted deaths applications are still being conin the New York area will be supervised by Dr. Nathaniel Ross, as- sidered. Only students majoring
in agronomy, soils, wild life, or
chiatry in the college.
"Although approximately 30,000 agricultural engineering are eligpersons committ suicide annually ible. Studente who have finished
in the United States, we still know their junior or senior years will
comparatively little about the pro- receive $75 per month for their
services. Sixty dollars per month
blem", said Dean Wyckoff.
"Suicide is not necessarily a dis- will be alloted students having
ease but does occur frequently in finished their freshman or sophoa number of mental conditions, mores years. Applicants who are
and, therefore, might be prevent- accepted will be attached to the
personnel division of a CCC unit
ed.
in the state.
Much interest has 'been shown
Patronize Tiger Advertisers!

Princeton, N. J. —(ACP) —
Criticism that college students are
not allowed to break their shackles long enough to exercise initiative is being met at Princeton U.
by the introduction of a "free
week", during which upperclassmen can carry on study independently.
This plan designed for juniors
and seniors, will be conducted experimentally for one year. Upperclassmen are being released from
classrooms for the week preceding
the annual spring vacation.
Nothing is law that isn't reason.—Powell.
in the openings offered by the
government and a list of applicants is increasing rapidly
Approximately sixty students have
already registered with Dr. Collings of the Agronomy department.

... men like 'em
... women like 'em
In the Big Town, you see lots of empty
packages. That means that pack after
pack of refreshingly mild, good tasting
Chesterfields have satisfied hundreds...
maybe thousands.
Way out in Goose Creek Junction, you
meet up with men who tell you that
Chesterfields are milder.. .you see ladies
who tell you how good they taste and
what a pleasing aroma they have.

Going East. . . or going West
. . . Chesterfield satisfies fem.
Copyright 1937, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.
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